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**Exploring Our Minds with Dr. Kay Tye: The Brain and Emotions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade/ Grade Band: 6-12</th>
<th>Topic: Neuroscience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Brief Lesson Description:** Dr. Kaye Tye is a neuroscientist who researches social isolation in order to treat and prevent the negative consequences associated with it. In this lesson, students will examine the part of the brain that regulates emotions and memories before designing their own investigations on the limbic system.

**Performance Expectation(s):**
NGSS MS-LS1-3 Use argument supported by evidence for how the body is a system of interacting subsystems composed of groups of cells

**Specific Learning Outcomes:**
1. Describe the relationship between the nervous system and other body systems
2. Design and carry out an investigation

**Narrative / Background Information**

**Prior Student Knowledge:**
Students should know and understand how the human body systems are structured and their functions.

**Science & Engineering Practices:**
Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
Planning and carrying out investigations in 6-8 builds on K-5 experiences and progresses to include investigations that use multiple variables and provide evidence to support explanations or solutions. (MS-LS1-1)

**Disciplinary Core Ideas:**
Each sense receptor responds to different inputs (electromagnetic, mechanical, chemical), transmitting them as signals that travel along nerve cells to the brain. The signals are then processed in the brain, resulting in immediate behaviors or memories. (MS-LS1-8)

**Crosscutting Concepts:**
Cause and Effect
Cause and effect relationships may be used to predict phenomena in natural systems. (MS-LS1-8)

**Possible Preconceptions/Misconceptions:**
Students believe that the human body systems operate in isolation from each other, however the systems work together to keep you alive.

**LESSON PLAN – 5-E Model**

**ENGAGE: Opening Activity – Access Prior Learning / Stimulate Interest / Generate Questions:** In a think-pair-share: ask students if they have ever faked a smile, why they did it, and did they think the other person knew the smile was a fake one? Students can use personal devices or laptops to complete the SMILE Test (10 mins). While completing the test, have students record their responses on a sheet of paper to assess their performance.

Debrief the results by asking how many students correctly identified 10 or more smiles- use the method of hands up if you correctly identified 10 smiles, keep them up if you identified 11 correctly and repeat until the number drops to less than ¼ of students. Then have students discuss how they determined if a smile was genuine or fake?

**EXPLORE: Lesson Description – Materials Needed / Probing or Clarifying Questions:** Students will watch Exploring Our Minds-Neuroscientist Dr. Kay Tye video focusing on what Dr. Tye does, how it benefits the world and the questions asked by students, particularly Andres’ and Jennifer’s questions. Students can record notes in their notebooks, on post-its, or use the back channeling tool in Google Classroom, the Stream feature that allows students to chat in real-time.

After the video, students brainstorm a list of questions based on Dr. Tye’s work and/or problems that could be solved using her research.

**EXPLAIN: Concepts Explained and Vocabulary Defined:**
Discuss the structures and functions of the limbic system and the structures within the brain that deal with emotions and memory. Begin with a quick review of the nervous system by asking students, in teams of 4, to create chain notes, beginning with one student responding to the question: “what is the purpose of the nervous system”, and pass the note to the next student to add their response. This will help the teacher gauge students’ prior knowledge and understanding of the nervous system. Have students do a value-added share before discussing the key points below; students may know more than anticipated.

**Key Points:**
1. Nervous system is responsible for receiving and processing information from the external environment of an organism. Through the nervous system, the organism is enabled to respond to these external factors accordingly.
The nervous system is composed of the following parts:

a. Central Nervous System (CNS)- serves as the main processing center for the entire nervous system. It consists of two main components, namely the:
   i. Brain- This is an organ located within the skull that functions as organizer and distributor of information for the body. It has three main parts:
      1. Cerebrum- large, upper part of the brain that controls activity and thought.
      2. Cerebellum- the part under the cerebrum that controls posture, balance, and coordination.
      3. Brain Stem- the part that connects the brain to the spinal cord and controls automatic functions such as breathing, digestion, heart rate, and blood pressure.
   ii. Spinal Cord- This serves as a channel for signals between the brain and the rest of the body, and controls simple musculoskeletal reflexes without input from the brain.

b. Peripheral Nervous System (PNS)- connects the central nervous system to the organs and limbs. It has two main divisions:
   i. Somatic Nervous System- This system is associated with the voluntary control of body movements
   ii. Autonomic Nervous System- This system is associated with the involuntary control of body movements

Dr. Kay's research on feeling and emotions looks at specific structures in the limbic system. Let's take a closer look at this system within the nervous system:

2. The Limbic System- a collection of structures involved in processing emotion and memory located within the cerebrum. It consists of the following structures:
   a. Hippocampus- This complex structure plays a major role in learning and memory and contributes to regulation of motivation and emotion
   b. Amygdala- This structure is responsible for formation and storage of memories associated with emotional events
   c. Hypothalamus- This structure has multiple functions including being responsible for certain metabolic processes in the autonomic nervous system (i.e. body temperature, heart rate, hunger, sleep) and it can regulate many bodily functions by synthesizing hormones
   d. Thalamus- This structure is a major hub for information traveling between the spinal cord and cerebrum. It relays sensory signals to the cerebral cortex and motor signals to the spinal cord. It is also involved in the regulation of consciousness, sleep, and alertness

Lead a discussion asking students why they think the body uses the same structures to regulate both memory and emotions, how and why other systems (i.e. endocrine, cardiorespiratory, musculoskeletal) are connected to the system that processes emotions and memory, and why and how mental illnesses affects other parts of the body and not just the brain (i.e. anxiety causing stomach pains or heart palpitations).

Vocabulary: limbic system, hippocampus, amygdala, hypothalamus, thalamus

ELABORATE: Applications and Extensions: In 2020, a study from the University of South Australia confirmed that the act of smiling can trick your mind into happiness, simply by how you move your facial muscles. Neuroscientists have also shown that practicing mindfulness affects brain areas related to perception, body awareness, pain tolerance, emotion regulation, introspection, complex thinking, and sense of self. While you are not recreating the study, students are going to create mindfulness activities/brain breaks and test them to see if they can improve how their mood and their body feels.

Resources:
Mindfulness Can Literally Change Your Brain
10 Mindfulness Practices
25 Fun Mindfulness Activities for Children and Teens
Top Mindfulness Activities for Teens in 2022
Brain Breaks to Energize and Recharge

EVALUATE:
Formative Monitoring (Questioning / Discussion): As students are creating the chain notes about the nervous system gather evidence of understanding by looking at their connections between the structures and their functions.

Summative Assessment (Quiz / Project / Report): Students write a Mindfulness Activity Guide which includes instructions for completing the activity and what they found as the benefits.

Elaborate Further / Reflect: Enrichment: Students read and write a book report about a book discussing anxiety. Possible book titles:
- Something to Say by Lisa Moore Ramee
- Ghost by Jason Reynolds
- the lonely heart of Maybelle Lane by Kate O'Shaughnessy
- Sara and the search for Normal by Wesley King
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING ACTIVITY

SELF AWARENESS and RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
In the Exploring Our Minds episode with Dr. Tye (min 49:51), the student Jennifer asks, what does her research tell us about the impact of the social isolation during the recent pandemic on children’s brains. While there aren’t any long-term, longitudinal studies on the impact of pandemic isolation, Dr. Kay suggested there are ways to stay connected even virtually. We feel connected to others when they know or can relate to something about us. There are a ton of “Getting to Know You” activities that seem related to the beginning of the school year. Try this one, that you can use any time throughout the school year:

Would You Rather…
Choose an option from the emoji list below.
Make your choice and defend it!

Would you rather...
find a 🦄 unicorn or find a 🧙♂️ genie?
be a 🇺🇸 dancer or a 🎵 singer?
be a famous 🎨 artist or a famous 📚 author?
eat 🍩 donuts or 🍉 watermelon?
ride a 🛴 scooter or ride a 🚴 bike?

Be sure students have the opportunity to defend their choices. Ask students to complete a Flip Grid for an added twist.

INTERDISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS/IDEAS
As a part of Language Arts, students written report:
WHST.6-8.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several sources and generating additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration. (MS-LS1-1)
As a part of Mathematics, student designed investigations:
6.EE.C.9 Use variables to represent two quantities in a real-world problem that change in relationship to one another; write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent variable, in terms of the other quantity, thought of as the independent variable. Analyze the relationship between the dependent and independent variables using graphs and tables and relate these to the equation. (MS-LS1-1), (MS-LS1-2), (MS-LS1-3)

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Materials Required for This Lesson/Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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Lesson Created by Stacy Douglas
For questions, please contact info@usasciencefestival.org
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade/ Grade Band: 9-12</th>
<th>Topic: Machine Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Brief Lesson Description:** Brain Engineer, Dr. Kafui "Kaf" Dzirasa is a psychiatrist and engineer who uses machine learning in his research to uncover changes in our brain circuits that lead to psychiatric illnesses. This lesson shows students what machine learning is, illustrates the constraints, and demonstrates how to design solutions for tackling them.

**Performance Expectation(s):**
- NGSS HS-ETS1-2. Design a solution to a complex real-world problem by breaking it down into smaller, more manageable problems that can be solved through engineering.
- NGSS HS-ETS1-4. Use a computer simulation to model the impact of proposed solutions to a complex real-world problem with numerous criteria and constraints on interactions within and between systems relevant to the problem.

**Specific Learning Outcomes:**
1. Define machine learning bias
2. Use computer simulation to design a solution
3. Describe solutions for addressing bias when using AI

**Science & Engineering Practices:**
Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking
Mathematical and computational thinking in 9-12 builds on K-8 experiences and progresses to using algebraic thinking and analysis, a range of linear and nonlinear functions including trigonometric functions, exponentials and logarithms, and computational tools for statistical analysis to analyze, represent, and model data. Simple computational simulations are created and used based on mathematical models of basic assumptions.

- Use mathematical models and/or computer simulations to predict the effects of a design solution on systems and/or the interactions between systems. (HS-ETS1-4)

**Disciplinary Core Ideas:**
Developing Possible Solutions
- Both physical models and computers can be used in various ways to aid in the engineering design process. Computers are useful for a variety of purposes, such as running simulations to test different ways of solving a problem or to see which one is most efficient or economical; and in making a persuasive presentation to a client about how a given design will meet his or her needs. (HS-ETS1-4)

Optimizing the Design Solution
- Criteria may need to be broken down into simpler ones that can be approached systemically, and decisions about the priority of certain criteria over others (trade-offs) may be needed. (HS-ETS1-2)

**Crosscutting Concepts:**
- Influence of Science, Engineering, and Technology on Society and the Natural World
  - New technologies can have deep impacts on society and the environment, including some that were not anticipated. Analysis of costs and benefits is a critical aspect of decisions about technology. (HS-ETS3-3)

**Possible Preconceptions/Misconceptions:**
Students may believe machine learning can predict the future. This is partly true in that machine learning models can predict the future if future events have similarities with the past events.

**LEsson PLAN – 5-E Model**
**ENGAGE:** Opening Activity – Access Prior Learning / Stimulate Interest / Generate Questions: Students will watch Exploring Our Minds—Brain Engineer Dr. Kafui Dzirasa video. To keep students engaged with the video, have them focus on what Dr. Kaf does as a psychiatrist, what he does as an engineer, how he merges the two fields and how it benefits the world. Students can record notes in their notebooks, on post-its, or use back channeling tools like: Google Classroom’s “stream” feature that allows students to chat in real-time.

After the video, discuss Dr. Kaf’s research and the reason why he uses machine learning in his brain study.
EXPLORE: Lesson Description – Materials Needed / Probing or Clarifying Questions: Prior to students completing this section, the teacher should ensure all laptops can access the Teachable Machine and either ask students to bring in stuffed animals or create a collection of digital photos of stuffed animals.

Teachers say to students “Let’s explore AI with Teachable Machine. Go to the Teachable Machine new project web page and use the webcam to train the tool to recognize if you or a stuffed animal is looking at the camera”. If the laptops don’t have access to a webcam, the teacher or students can upload files of stuffed animal pictures. Students should watch the tutorials if they are stuck.

a. The Teachable Machine Tutorial 1 video explains how to gather learning data. Go ahead and gather learning data.
b. If your computer does not have a webcam, take digital pictures, and upload those to the tool instead. Then, watch the Teachable Machine Tutorial 2 video to learn how to train the model.
c. The Teachable Machine Tutorial 3 video shows how to understand the predictions.

EXPLAIN: Concepts Explained and Vocabulary Defined:
What is machine learning? Unlike traditional computer programs where the decisions and rules are built in, machine learning programs construct their algorithm from data and feedback. This allows machine learning programs to find trends and patterns in enormous quantities of data, including patterns that are hard for humans to catch. They can also improve themselves without human intervention and can make predictions and handle complex, changing environments. But machine learning has its limitations. It requires a neutral and complete set of data to learn from and it uses a lot of computer power. The results need to be taken with some precaution as it is susceptible to systematic errors. Google’s Teachable Machine uses machine learning to classify sounds, pictures, or video and with your help with biases.

What are biases? Prejudice? Bias means a strong inclination of the mind or a preconceived opinion about something or someone. A bias may be favorable or unfavorable: bias in favor of or against an idea.

Vocabulary:
Artificial intelligence (AI)- a branch of computer science that tries to build tools that demonstrate intelligence
Machine learning- a sub-division of AI, its goal is to create tools that can learn and improve over time using data
Bias- cause to feel or show inclination or prejudice for or against someone or something
Confusion matrix- a table that is often used to describe the performance of a classification model on a set of test data for which the true values are known; it compares predicted data results to actual data results for what is true

ELABORATE: Applications and Extensions: This lesson is adapted from Science Buddies Happy or Sad? Use Artificial Intelligence to Classify Faces Project
Prior to starting the elaboration section of this lesson, you will need to gather the following materials (per student):

- 6 copies of Face template
- Construction paper
- Colored pencils, crayons, or markers
- Access to a computer with webcam (webcam is not necessary)

Begin this selection by asking students “what details do you think are essential when we draw examples to help the machine recognize a happy face or a sad face? Should you draw identical examples, or do you think it is better to have a variety of different happy faces in our example set? Should you include many details like hair style, earrings, freckles, etc., or should we focus on the features of the face that change when someone is happy or sad?”

Draw examples of happy faces in twenty circles (two sheets of the template) and sad faces in another set of twenty circles (two sheets of the template). Always use the same pencil or pen to draw your faces.

1. Cut along the lines and make a stack of happy and a stack of sad faces.
2. Use a digital camera like on your phone or scanner to capture the faces. You will be able to easily transfer the files to the computer:
   a. For each drawing, place the face on a plain background like a sheet of colored construction paper, as shown in Figure 1, so the tool does not get distracted by the environment. Take a picture or scan. Try your best to take every picture the same way, laying the sad/happy face in the same spot, at the same angle, same distance, etc.
   b. Transfer the files to the computer.
Creating Test Data

3. Repeat steps 1-2 but this time, ask friends and family members to draw faces for you. Collect as least five happy and five sad faces.
4. Repeat steps 1-2 but use coloring pencils, crayons, and markers to draw colorful faces. Some examples are shown in Figure 2. Create at least five happy and five sad faces.

Preparing the Tool

5. Go to the Teachable Machine new project web page for recognizing images. If you decide to classify sounds or poses, go to the new project page of Teachable Machine instead and choose the project class that fits your goal best.
6. Label the classes. The tool will classify drawings of faces into two groups or classes: happy faces and sad faces. Rename class 1 as "Happy" and class 2 as "Sad."

Uploading Learning Data

7. If you already saved the learning data files to your computer in step 5:
   a. Use the "Upload" button to upload the learning data files for happy faces to the "Happy" class, and the learning data files for the sad face to the "Sad" class.
8. If you will use the webcam in Teachable Machine to take pictures:
   a. Start the webcam for the "Happy" class by clicking the "Webcam" button.
   b. Place a happy face drawing on a plain background like a sheet of colored construction paper, so the machine does not get distracted by the environment.
   c. Hold the drawing close to the lens, so the drawing fills most of the space.
   d. Take all the pictures with the camera at the same angle so the lighting stays consistent.
   e. Try to keep your fingers out of the picture. Teachable Machine has a function that crops the pictures as you are taking them. This can help you crop your fingers out of the pictures.
f. Repeat step b–e for all happy drawings in your learning data. Try your best to take every picture in the same way.
g. Once all happy faces of the learning data are uploaded, move on to the "Sad" class, repeat steps b–e for uploading the sad faces learning data. Try your best to take these pictures the same way as you took the happy face pictures.

You now have twenty pictures in the learning data for each class. If this is not the case, remove doubles or add pictures where needed. It is fine if the learning data shows some variation in lighting, distance, etc. It is important though that these variations occur in both classes. For example, it is not OK to have all the pictures in the "Happy" class to be close-ups and all the pictures of the "Sad" class to be taken from further away. But having about the same portion of close-ups and pictures taken from further away in both classes is fine.

Training the Model

9. Start the tool’s learning process by clicking on the "Train Model" button. The machine will take less than a minute to complete this step. In that time, the tool searches patterns in the learning data it can use to distinguish between happy and sad drawings.

Saving the Tool

10. All the uploaded data on the machine can be saved to Google Drive and later uploaded from the Drive to continue. Look for the commands "Save project to Drive" and "Open project from Drive" under the "Teachable Machine" menu. It will ask you to log in to a Google account to access your Google Drive.

The project can also be saved as a file on your computer and uploaded later. Look for the commands "Download project as file" and "open project from file" under the "Teachable Machine" menu.

Testing the Tool

11. To see how the tool performs, you can use the webcam or files. Figure 3 shows how to toggle between the two.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3. Teachable Machine allows you to use files you upload or the webcam to test the tool.

One by one, choose a few happy and a few sad drawings from the learning data, and test how the tool classifies these drawings. The bars under the test picture in the "output" box inform you how the tool classifies the drawing. Your tool will probably classify its learning data with high confidence, as shown in the left image of Figure 4 where we see the tool is certain the image belongs to the "Happy" class.

Sometimes, the tool is not clear about how to classify a drawing. The right image in Figure 4 is an example. The orange bar next to "Happy" shows that the tool classifies this drawing with a confidence of 59% in the "Happy" class. The red bar next to "Sad" shows it is 41% confident the drawing belongs to the "Sad" class.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. Two examples of an AI tool that learned to classify happy and sad face drawings.
In this experiment, you classify a drawing in the class for which the tool shows a confidence of over 50%. With this rule, the picture on the right in Figure 4 is classified under “Happy” because 59 is higher than 50. Because this drawing is in fact a sad face, the tool receives a mark in “Sad drawing misclassified as “Happy.”

If you use the webcam, try your best to show the drawings the same way as you took pictures in step 8.

12. In your notebook, draw a confusion matrix like the one shown in Figure 5. Do not forget to fill in the amount of learning data you used in the title.

13. Test new data

The real test is seeing how well the tool can classify drawings it has never seen. Test on all the cases listed below. Always tally the results in your confusion matrix.

   a. Use five happy and five sad drawings of the pile you collected in step 4 (drawings made by other people).
   b. Test five happy and five sad drawings of the pile you drew in step 5 (more detailed and colorful drawings).
   c. Use the webcam or a camera to take more pictures to test what happens if you change the background. Use four drawings of the learning data for each class to perform this test.
   d. Use the webcam or a camera to take more pictures to test what happens if drawings are shown close-up or further away from the lens compared to the learning data. Use six drawings of the learning data for each class to perform this test.
   e. Test any other variations you want to test.
   f. Write down observations in your notebook. Does the tool perform well on a subset of the tests, or very poorly on a specific subset? Do you notice any trends?

EVALUATE:

Formative Monitoring (Questioning / Discussion): Confusion Matrix where students record results of the test data to see if they provided enough variety in their data points to overcome their bias

Summative Assessment (Quiz / Project / Report): Students write a report explaining which types of faces were initially recognized and what types of faces the program learned to recognize based on the data they used. The report should include data from the confusion matrix.

Elaborate Further / Reflect: Enrichment: Students can design a new project, teaching the Teachable Machine to classify poses, shapes, or sounds.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING ACTIVITY

SELF AWARENESS and SOCIAL AWARENESS
Understanding biases will help students develop both self and social awareness as well as responsible decision-making. Everyone has an invisible bias and this lesson shows students how to recognize theirs.

Bias Mad-Lib by Jacquelyn Whiting

Student Instructions: Working independently fill-in the blanks with words/short phrases that make sense in the context and make the paragraph cogent. There is no right answer as long as the paragraph makes sense to the reader. After completing the task, pair up with a classmate, each reads the paragraph they've written and discusses the task, agreeing on which of the words/short phrases should appear in this second draft.
The discrepancies reveal students have different points of view even if they live in similar neighborhoods, take multiple classes together, or have been classmates since 2nd grade. As the teacher you want to note that their choice of words indicates subtle and even unconscious beliefs and things that they thought were facts might actually be opinions.

The next step is to focus on this one sentence from the paragraph:

“They ____________________ to keep up, while others are ________________ up on elevators.”

Ask students to share how they completed this sentence. (Possible ans.: they struggle to keep up, while others are racing up…; they try to keep up, while others are rising up…; they attempt to keep up, while others are moving up…) Ask students what is the difference implied by “struggle”, “try”, and “attempt”? What do these words say about the people doing the action? Difficulty, obstacles, or lack of will or commitment? Noting that these words imply a lack of agency. Do the same for the second words: “racing”, “rising”, and “moving”. Noting progress, accomplishment, and action, that the “others” have power and agency.

Finally share Ms. Carter, the original author’s, words:

“They work to keep up, while others are zooming up on elevators.”

Noting how the author’s word choices convey “they” have agency and skill.

Discuss with students how where they live, how they are brought up, their background, and exposure to media contributes to their world view and this is what makes up the biases people have.

INTERDISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS/IDEAS

As students create a written report for this lesson, they are also developing their writing skills on the following standard(s): Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials Required for This Lesson/Activity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per student</td>
<td>Laptops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 copies/student</td>
<td>Face template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction paper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colored pencils/crayons/markers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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